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Looking
for new marketing materials? IMUSA has just added a Benefits of Infant
Massage brochure to the IMUSA FedEx account. Using your IMUSA
information, log in to your Fed Ex account and select print! You can either
pick up and pay for the brochures at your closest FedEx store or have them
sent to you for an additional charge.
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Pregnancy and the Female Brain
By Lizette Borreli for Medical Daily

Eleanor Rose
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Most
women will admit their brains turn to mush during pregnancy. From missing
doctor’s appointments to not remembering their own phone number, bouts of
forgetfulness are all part of pregnancy-induced mental fog. It turns out this is
likely the result of sleep deprivation and exhaustion.
So, what exactly happens inside a mother’s brain?
In Discovery News’ video, “Can Giving Birth Permanently Change Your Brain?,”
host Lissette Padilla explains how mothers experience neurological changes at
the start of pregnancy that continue throughout the postpartum period. In
a study published in the journal Behavioral Neuroscience, researchers
observed moms' brains at two to four weeks after giving birth, and then again
around three months later, using MRI technology. Read More...
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1. A baby’s brain grows quickly
After birth, the human brain grows rapidly, more than doubling to reach 60%
of its adult size by the time he is sampling his first birthday cake. By
kindergarten, the brain has reached its full size but it may not finish
developing until the child is in his mid-20s.
2. Lantern versus flashlight
Baby brains have many more neuronal connections than the brains of adults.
They also have less inhibitory neurotransmitters. As a result, the baby’s
perception of reality is less focused than adults. They are vaguely aware of
everything—a sensible strategy considering they don’t yet know what’s
important. We can liken a baby’s perception to a lantern, scattering light
across the room, where adult perception is more like a flashlight, consciously
focused on specific things but ignoring background details. Read more...
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By Emily Deruy for The Atlantic
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Did
you know that you can order gift
certificates from the IMUSA
warehouse? An IMUSA gift
certificate would make a great baby
shower gift or raffle prize in your
infant massage class.

IAIM
is conducting a survey to determine
the effectiveness of its website's
technical resources. Please take a
few minutes to answer
this survey to help guide updates for
members. The survey will be
available until May 31.
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